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Celebrations of the century 

2005:  Centenary of Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity 

2015:  Centenary of Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity 
 & The year of Light

Light started it all and Light alone will complete it…



Major physical consequences of the general theory of relativity: 

1) Time dilation in a gravitational field 

2) Spectral shift in a gravitational field 

3) Deflection and (Shapiro) time delay of light  

4) Modification (precession) of planetary orbits 

5) Magnetism-like gravity and Precession of spinning objects (Gravity Probe-B) 

6) Black holes 

7) Gravitational Waves   



Major physical consequences of the general theory of relativity:

1) Time dilation in a gravitational field

2) Spectral shift in a gravitational field

3) Deflection and (Shapiro) time delay of light 

4) Modification (precession) of planetary orbits

5) Magnetism-like gravity and Precession of spinning objects (Gravity Probe-B)

6) Black holes

7) Gravitational Waves  

Remained undetectable for 100 years
A new window to relativistic astronomy

Indicates both conceptual and technological challenges involved…
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Signal in the detectors is a 
‘chirp’ lasting <200 ms

Event GW150914 
September 14, 2015
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Signal is a STRAIN  δL/L     

L



LIGO-Hanford:  A giant Michelson Interferometer

4 km

With arm-length of 4000 m, δ L
L

< 10−22 →δ L < 3×10−19 m
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The Michelson Interferometer: a fundamental tool for precision metrology

Path difference translates to change in the  intensity  of light at output.  

1 micrometer

L

The measured signal is 13 orders smaller than the optical wavelength!



Why was this precision and sensitivity required? 
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c2

≈10−28 Mv2

Rc2 < 10−19  for solar mass black hole in Milky way

Need to measure h<10—22  for extragalactic sources

Radiated energy:, dE
dt
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Michelson Interferometer is 
a natural detector for GW

When these waves reach earth, what can they do to free masses?

Target Strain  h <
G

c2R
Mv2

c2 < 10−23m/ m
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Signal and Noise in the interferometer
/I

Mean number of photons N = P / hν

Change in the number of photons, ΔN ≈
NΔx
λ / 2

Noise minN N= ≈ Δ

With 10 W of optical power, N=1020 / s,

Δxmin ≈
λΔNmin

2N
=
λ N
2N

=
λ

2 N
< 10−16 m/ 10W

The general problem of ‘fringe splitting’
(centroid, locking…)



Even if we have a 4 km long interferometer, we need to detect 10—19 m and 
the best of Michelson cannot do it.

1) We can increase the laser power  - 100 watts instead 1 watt gives 10 times better 
sensitivity (only square root).
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Even if we have a 4 km long interferometer, we need to detect 10—19 m and 
the best of Michelson cannot do it.

2) We can fold optical path! 

1710 10n m−= →

1) We can increase the laser power  - 100 watts instead 1 watt gives 10 times better 
sensitivity (only square root).

Folding Fabry-Perot Cavity

Finesse ~ F : 500 +

10 kW, 4 km→10−16 m→10−19 m with n ≈ 300



Laser

Mode cleaner cavity

Power recycling

FP1

FP2

Scheme of the advanced Interferometric GW detector

300 times

300 times

40 times

Adding up all innovations, we reach ability to detect mirror movement 
smaller than 10—19 m

Signal recycling



LIGO-Hanford

4 km



LIGO-Livingston



Large Interferometer VIRGO at Pisa, Italy  ( 3 km)
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Noise from Light:

1Photon Shot Noise: sn
i

h
P

α=
Δl = λΔφmin =

λ

2 N

( )/ /iN P hc λ=

Radiation Pressure Noise Frad = N  h / λ( )=
hPi

cλ
(Photon momentum h / λ)

Movement noise due to this force: hrp ∝ Frad / mω 2 = β Pi →1/ f 2

L
Fluctuating momentum transfer from light to the mirrors
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are like 1 micrometer?!   
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How can we hope to measure 10-19 m when the ground vibrations 
are like 1 micrometer?!   

Immunity to vibrations needed by a factor of 1014!

Solution: 

R

Frequency

1/f2/stage1

fres

Ground vibrations:  10-6 m at 1 Hz, 10-9 m at 30 Hz 

3 stages of springs and pendulum with each resonance at around 1 Hz 
 Response down by a factor (103)3 = 109 at 30 Hz!

Possible to isolate from vibrations at the 10-20 m level at 100 Hz with 3-4 stages.









Virgo



Schematic of Advanced LIGO detectors 

Radiation pressure noise



Schematic of Advanced LIGO detectors 

Radiation pressure noise



High Power Laser : 200 W

Intensity Noise < 10-9

Frequency Noise < 1 Hz
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Detector configuration





But, every bit counts… because waves strength is 1/R



But, every bit counts… because waves strength is 1/R

If sensitivity is increased by factor X, then the distance reach 
increases by X, and the number of astrophysical sources increases as 
X3! 

So, a factor of 10 in sensitivity means a factor of 1000 in number of 
possible detections.



Compariosn with earlier and future runs

Several technological challenges to overcome before full sensitivity…

Laser induced distortions of mirror (even at few ppm absorption), Low 
frequency noise...



Compariosn with earlier and future runs

Several technological challenges to overcome before full sensitivity…

Laser induced distortions of mirror (even at few ppm absorption), Low 
frequency noise...

Thermal noise of slightly dissipative mirror coatings.
Innovations in crystalline and amorphous mirror coatings, new coating 
strategies, new materials’ coatings, moving to silicon and >1.5 micron laser...



Random thermal motion of coating layers relative to average cm of mirrors 
IS the limiting factor for next generation sensitivity improvement



3232

The GW Detector Network ~ 2023

Advanced LIGO 
Hanford 4km

Advanced LIGO 
Livingston 4km 

Advanced 
Virgo 3km

LIGO-India 4km

KAGRA 
3km

2017

2019

2023

Cooled mirrors



• Technology and Strategy known and tested. 
• All Interferometer components available. 
• Full expertise of LIGO accessible

LIGO-India Detector



• Technology and Strategy known and tested. 
• All Interferometer components available. 
• Full expertise of LIGO accessible

Challenges for the LIGO-India detector program

• Unfamiliarly large and detailed  technical  infrastructure 
• Team building 
• Sustained effort on schedule and quality control 
• Master every innovation that has gone into aLIGO, at home 
• Use of Squeezed light for sub-shot noise metrology (maturing, but not 

substantial help yet. Will be implemented in aLIGO after 2020…)

LIGO-India Detector



Importance of low frequency detectors and the true challenge for future



BBH Mergers



Low frequency frontier:

On ground: Einstein Telescope  > 1  Hz

Grand Challenge: Common Newtonian tidal fields, GM/r3

100 g ‘object’ moving at 100 meters is a problem!



Low frequency frontier:

On ground: Einstein Telescope  > 1  Hz

Grand Challenge: Common Newtonian tidal fields, GM/r3

10 km

100 g ‘object’ moving at 100 meters is a problem!
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In space: LISA variants (> Million km arm length laser phase comparisons)

Could happen by 2040…



Low frequency frontier:

In space: LISA variants (> Million km arm length laser phase comparisons)

Could happen by 2040…

Can one conceive and build a monolithic low frequency detector for 
0.01-1 Hz (on ground or even in space) ? 
That would be a great invention for GW astronomy.


